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MEMORANDUM

TO : Lost Creek ISR, Permit Application Review, TFN 4 6/268

FROM Amy Boyle, Geologic Project Analyst - Lander 41

Melissa Bautz, Geologist - WYDEQ/LQD - Lander A 6'

DATE June 19, 2009

SUBJECT LQD's second round of review comments on Lost Creek's responses to
Amy Boyle's August 26, 2008 Memo reviewing Appendices D-5 and D-6,
TFN: 4 6/268

This memorandum provides the second round of Land Quality Division (LQD) review comments
for the aforementioned submittal. On May 5, 2009, the WDEQ/LQD Lander office received
Lost Creek ISR's (LC's) responses to Amy Boyle's conmnents summarized in a memorandum
dated August 26, 2008. That memorandum provided review comments on Appendices D-5 and
D-6 of LC's ISR Permit Application being handled under temporary filing number (TFN) 4
6/268.

The review is organized as follows. The original Land Quality Division (LQD) comment
appears first in italicized font. A summary of Lost Creek's (LC's) response appears in regular
type font. Then, LQD's review of that response appears in bold faced and/or underlined font.
Some new coniments have been generated as a result of the new infornmation received. These are
added at the end of the document and appear in bold text.

Section D-5 Geology
1. Section D5.1.1, paragraph 2, Section D5.1.1 paragraph ], and Table D5-1 (Permit Area

Stratigraphy) state that within the permit area the Ft. Union Formation is 4,650feet thick
yet the Geologic Cross Section (Figure D5-2a) Schematic only illustrates the Ft. Union as
being 1,000-2, 000 feet thick. This is the same for other formation thicknesses (e.g. Battle
Springs and Wasatch are said to be 6,200feet thick, yet the cross section only shows them to
be 4, 000 feet thick). This discrepancy between Figure D5-2a, Table D5-1and the text needs
to be corrected.

Figure D5-2a has been redrawn closer to scale. The 1973 cross section by R. E. Wellborn is
not to an exact scale regarding relative thicknesses of the formations, as presented in Table
D5-1, though the revised scale is an improvement. This item is resolved.

2. Figure D5-1 is a Regional Geologic Map. This map indicates the faults in the area, but
does not indicate the Lost Creek Fault within the permit area. This is a significant and well
documented feature within the permit area, and should be indicated on the Figure.

Figure D5-1 is only intended to depict major regional faults. Since the Lost Creek Fault
zone is a minor fault system, it is not illustrated on the regional map. It is, however,
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illustrated on the property-scale maps. The legend on Figure D5-l should be changed to
read "Major regional faults".

3. Section D5.1.2, paragraph 2. This section discusses the presence of the Lost Soldier
Anticline to the northeast of the permit area. Looking at Figure D5-1 it is not readily
apparent where the axis of this anticline is located. Ifpossible, please delineate the Lost
Soldier Anticline on Figure D5-1.

A sentence has been added to the text indicating the location of the Lost Soldier Anticline,
sixteen miles northeast of the permit area. Additionally, the map symbol for an anticline has
been added to Figure D5-1. This item is resolved.

4. Plates D5-1a - D5-Ie. These plates provide one generalized and several detailed geologic
cross sections down the centerline of the ore body, and across the centerline of the ore body.
In addition, Figure D5-2a provides a very generalized geologic cross section across the
northern portion of the permit area. LQD Non-Coal Rules, Chapter 11, Section 3(a)(viii)
requires cross sections that show geologic features within the entire permit area, and how
they relate to the production zone. Extending cross sections F, G, and H to the boundaries
of the permit area with any available drill hole data. will heln tn nrn ide this inform1tHi1n.

The cross sections have been updated with the informnation from new borings and wells
completed in 2008. Plates D5-1b through D5.-le have been replaced and two new plates
have been added (P5-if and D5-1g). The references in the text to these plates have also
been updated. - - , . .

a) The northern (left) edge of cross section F-F', presented on Plate D5-le appears
to have 880 feet of extrapolation. What boring provides data for the northern
extent of this cross section?

b) The piezometric surfaces are indicated for the DE, LFG, HJ and UKM
aquifers, though it is not clear if there are any monitoring wells on the cross
sections from which the water tables were derived. Please designate any
monitoring wells on the cross section, and indicate their screened intervals and
water levels with date.

c)- Additional faults are indicated on the north/south trending eioss •ection's.
Please add these faults to the map key, as well as within the discussion of
Section D5.2.2 the permit document. In addition, these faults should be
indicated on all maps where the Lost Creek Fault is included, if they fall within
the scale of the map. . .

d) Section D5.2.1 Stratigraphy. Paragraph 3 references trends' n stratigraphy
relative to "the Fault". This wording needs ,to be changed'since it is now
apparent that there are many faults within the permit area. Please specifically
state the Lost Creek fault. ,

e) No cross section has been provided for Section 16, which represents
approximately 1/6 of the permit area. What is known about this Section? Do
the stratigraphic units extend to this part of the permit area? Are there any
faults? Is there any potential mineral reserve? If not, why is this section
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included within the permit area?, An additional cross sectioni, wh-ich includes
Section 16 should be added.

5. Figure 1S552b and Figure 'D6]O. Thlee',figur;•es s'how a stratigraphi c' clumn against a
geophysical log, yet tlie typeadnd scale forl the log is not provided. Also the description is
generalized and does not indicate the stiratigraphic detail that sho'uld have been recorded in
the field. It is requested that the Figure title be changed to read 'Generalized Stratigraphic
colunin'.

Figures D5-2b and D6-10 have been redrawn providing a much more comprehensive log
and descriptions. The title on Figure D5-2b in the Table of Contents was also changed to be
the same as the title on the figure. This item is resolved.

6. Sei'eral of the Plates, beginning with Plate D5-]a indicate the mine unit boundaries, yet the
proximity qf Mine Unit 6 to the eastern boundary of the proposed perinit area, will need to
be changed to allow for the monitor well ring and aquifer exemption boundary to be within
the per'lhit boundary.

The mine unit boundaries displayed on the figures and plates are conceptual and not
intended to indicate the specific extent of either the "pattern area", monitor well ring, or
aquifer exemption area for a given miInei-init: The maps LC sends with each mine unit
application 'Will show the definitive boundaries ,based on the specific'physical conditions for
that mine unit. A comment explaining the' conceptual nature of the mine unit
boundaries must be added to the plates which indicate the conceptual boundaries. In
addition, a disclaimer Which states, "In order for the mine unit NO- 6 boundary to be
located as depicted, "APermit'boundary revision would be nece~ssIy."

7. Section D5.'3.5 disscus'ss 'the' Shoft-Term Proba•bilistic Hazard Analysis_, yet does not explain
how the jpotential estinated 'ccelerations d affect the well strudtur'e, pipelines or
buildings on s'ite. Plecise add,'thls infor" ati"n to the text.

Text was added near the end of Section D5.3.5,to explain the potenti "l impacts. The added
text ~explirin's hov 'acfii# stf es;i ipelines, and well structures will'be designed to,
sustain an intensity* V'earthcjuake:' The' added text also explains that observations of
injection', production, anid piplihe pressuY band 'associated monitor well measurements,

necessar''for the in situ opefition, -will pr6Vide short term information about any
unanticipated seismic impacts. The text in this section must also include a discussion of
reporting protocol that Will be followed if such a seismic event occurs. The protocol
should incIu&in' is iction of all buildiigs, equipment pipelines and injection,
produuction and' m. l'oioring w•ens, in cluding monitoring well m'ea urements. How soon
after the seismic event such inspections and measurements will be miade and how soon
-a .report woufld be seit to LQD should be •stated. "

8. Section D5.2.2,:Structu-re. This section dtiscusses there being one minor fault, the Lost
Creek Fault, within the perintit ared, yet the maps in this section indicate.a, second fault to
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the west of the Lost Creek fault, yet within the permit area. This fault should be discussed in
detail. "

The: text in Section 5.2.2 has been updated to reflect the niost current information (2008'
exploration drilling). As additional information about the fault system is collected in the
Vicinity of a given Mine Unit, that information will be provided with therelevant Mine Unit
Package. Given that LQD is requiring Mine Unit 1 to be included in the application, it
is expected that this information be provided for Mine Unit 1 at this time (prior to
permit approval). It will be acceptable to submit fault information for future mine
units (I.e. Mine Units 2 through 6) with the relevant mine unit packages. However,
information that is currently known about other faults within the permit area, should
be discussed within Section D5.2.2. (See comment 4(c )).

9. Plate D5-1a. Onthecross sections please show the formiations present to the total depth of
the boring, i.e. if the boring (e.g. TE61, P2-19, TT40, LC3) crosses into the no name shale
and or Middle KM[ horizon, and below, this should be indicated on the cross sections.

The total depth of each boring has been added to the cross-section on Plates D5'I e throuigh
D5-1g, or cross section F-F', G-G', and H-H'. The A-E cross sections do not indicate total
depth of each boring, though this information was' not requested in the original comment nor
necessary due to the elevation scale on each cross section. The stratigraphic interpretations
at the lower zones was addressed adequately in the response notifig that lack of information
across the site at these depths would lead to' too much interpretation. This item is resolved.

10. Plates D5-1a through D5-1e. Geologic Cross Sections should be reviewed, approved and
stamped by a licensed Wyoming Professional Geologist, as per the' Wyoming Geologists
Practice Act.

Both'the Lander 'and Cheyenne copies of the new maps and cross-sections submitted with
these responses have been stamped.by Mr. Cal Van Holland, Wyoming PG-2184. This
item is resolved.

11. Plates D5-1b - D5-1e show mdny places where the Sage Brutsh' Shale9has mineralizd zones

of ore, e.g. TG19-20, TG68-20 TG12a20,;TG58-20, TG2-106,TG9-7,TG1047, and TG11-
17.' The presence of mineralized zones vwihinth'e Sake Brush Shale brings to 4Juetion the
ability of this unit to act as an adequate aquitard between-theLHJ and UKM sands. The

* Sage Brush Shale is defined as afine sand and shale uhnt>."Howfine'is the sand if it had
enough transmissivity to be a receiving unit for the Uranium? The overlying Lost Creek
Shale also has some minimal mineralization within ii. What is th6i ,likelihood that these
shales could leach out Uranium altering the ititegrity of the u/iii "it'its requested that the
MKM be fully character'ied for baseline, north and south of the.Jdult' ,as ,itmay end up
being the underlying aquifer that needs to be p'ctected dw'1ng'miiiii-of both the HJ

.,horizon andpotlrntially the UKM horizon. '....
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Give the n ffi .e~batle Spri, ng Formation LC maintains that aqicicludes and aquitards

(e.g. the Lost Creek or Sage Brush Shales) have lithologies dominated by mudstones and
claystones; but may also, include substantial amounts of siltstone and fine-grained sands.
Given the extremely, low concentration of uranium mineralization in'th sthale, even if the
uranium were removed th@ough mining, it would not result in any noticeable alteration of
the shale's integrity. Also, theuraniuIm mineralization is epigenetic so the structural
integrity of the shale was established prior to the emnplacement of uranium and is therefore
independent of the uranium. The shale la3jers in question are strongly reduced which will
largely prevent the oxidation and subsequent of dissolution of uranium mineralization even
if mining solutions were to come in contact ! with the uranium [in the shales]. The response
provides greater detail in describing that the 'lithologies provide considerable lateral facies
changes and interfingering, and are often transitional to the aquifers above or below. As a
result, dramatic thickening and thinning of the aquicludes can occur locally. in addition,
their upper and, lower boundaries are often gradtional. Aquicludes may even exhibit
localized occurrences of mineralization in the vicinity of lithologic interfingering and facies
changes with mineralized sands." The description in the response about the gradational
and interfingering characteristics of the aquitards and aquicludes, as well as the cross
section illustrating the character of the aquitards and aquicludes, provides a more
detailed description of the nature of the stratigraphy at the site. Please incorporate
this information into Section D5.2 Site Geology. In addition, it is understood that due
to the epigenetic nature of the mineralized zones the structural integrity of the strata
will not be impacted,, yet a, discussion of how mining will'affect'the storativity and
transmissivity of the mineralized zones withinh the aquitards needs to be presented.

12. Plate D5-2a, and D5.-2c spopach Maps ofthe Lost Creek Shale and-Sagzebrush Shale

('respectively). For areas where theisopachs indicate the unit thickneess is less than ten feet

thick, please indicate at specific drill hole sites, what the thickness is at that location, so the
reviewer knows haw much less than ten feet in thickness the aquitard is at a given location.

Isopach maps have been updated with the information from new bonrigs and wells
completed in 2008, and the actual unit thicknesses have been added where the thicknesses
areless than IQ feet. There are a number of borings within the,<10 ft. zone where no
data is provided, in addition, .the footageand the drill hole location overlap in many'
places on Plate D5-2c making them' un-readable. Also, a 'statement should be added to
Section D5.2.1 Stratigraphy, regarding 'the minimum known thickness of ecakh of these
aquitards., Please revise accordingly.

13. Section -D5.2.4: ii-Pic Urailium Exploiration Activities, and Pldte AD5-2a-c Location Map
of Historical,Drill Holes. It is.staied that there are at least 560O'exploration holes in the
area, andAtachm~ent 15-2 lists the holes northing and easting, year drilled and ID. Please
also include depth ofhole and disthe os ade to locate theold drill holes,

and whether or not it was confirmed that the hole had been properly abandoned. Ifthe hole
was abandoned through recent efforts, the pluggi@g procedure and date should be indicated
as well. The map should be updated to indicate the status of each drill hole location. Once
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operations commence, it is important that these historic drill holes do not provide a
pathway for production fluids to migrate-to underlying or overlying aqui~fers.

Section D5.2.4 has been renamed (Subsurface Exploration. Activities) because more than
just historic uranium exploration is discussed in the section. It has also been divided into
two subsections. The first subsection describesuranium exploration and the second
summarizes other exploration. The first subsection has been further expanded to include:
The results of efforts to obtain information about the known historic holes, including hole
depths; descriptions of re-abandonment efforts that have been needed to date; and steps that
will be taken to identify any improperly abandoned drill holes in the mine units. Table D5-2
(Abandonment Information for Historic Exploration Holes and Attachment D5-3
(Communication with WDEQ LQD related to Drill Hole Abandonment) have also been
added.

Attachment D5-3 and the updating of Table D5-2 are welcome additions to the permit
document.

However, essential to LQD's review is an understanding of the location of historic drill
holes and their status as related to .the location of proposed mine units. For this
reason, Plates AD5-2a, AD5-2b, and AD5-2c (in. Attachment D5-2) must include the
location of the proposed mine units, a topographic layer, and the status of each known
hole via a legend.

The efforts made by Tg in the early 80's were extensive, yet many holes were
unlocatable, many holes had caps which had fallen downhole, and were therefore not
probed, and the majority of holes probed had standing water. Yet, only those holes
found with 200 ft. or more of water above the mud seal, were re-sealed.

The efforts made in 2006 by UR Energy to provide sealing of drill holes due to a
localized pump test only involved fifteen wells, three could not be located. Twelve
wells were reamed out down to 600-650 feet and then grouted. It seems that the
majority of holes may be open from the concrete cap to 200 ft. depth. (As noted in the
January 2009 review comments, the LQD has concerns about the'lack of these ,old drill
holes being sealed to the surface.)

The information in Attachment D5-3 presented for the Tg NOV illustrates the
significance of the problem created by historic drillholes. Due to the site conditions
the majority of the drill holes were not sealed to the surface, and were also not sealed
to a point above the first aquifer. .

,' S ' !
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Texasgulf drill hole sumifiary in' response to LQD NOV

No. of No. of No. of holes No. Holes No. of holes Holes with cap
holes holes w/ standing of dry resealed unable to slipped down
-inspected., recapped water ..'holes locate.- hole, unable to

_ ... _:. ._._,probe

1982 79 79 79
1983 269 111 .. * 2.1. 10 noted but not 7

'_ _"_"__...._ _ tallied

1984 427 371 213 72, 27 56 (13%) 86 (20%)
TOTAL 775 561 (72%)
* 775 Total holes exceeds total Tg holes reported in Table D5.2, possibly due to holes outside the Lost Creek proposed permit area.

Dry holes could indicate that hole was properly abandoned aboýe uppennost aquifei, or hole had caved or bridged

As previously stated, the Division will require that these holes be located and sealed to
the surface, as per ASTM D-5299-99 standards, in order to ensure that these historic
holes do not compromise the confinement of the production zone during mining.

In order to clarify which historic holes are located in or near which mine units, a
column should be added to Table D5-2 that indicates which proposed mine unit (if any)
each historic drill hole is'located in. This approach would eliminate confusion and
provide clarity to the efforts LC has made in addressing historic drill holes at the site.
Attachment D5-2 Plates AD5-2a, 2b, and 2c should be cross referenced to the Table,
and need to include topography, the mine unit boundaries, and the proposed permit
boundary.

Section D-6 Hvdrolo .....
14. Section D-6. Detailed-stratigraiphic and t;'eil completion logs should beprovided within thepermit documehtrf6,- azll monitoring wells it is'preferable if this infbnination can be

compiled on one log form. Notation of each horizon within the stratigraphic column would
also be helfpful. 'LQD 6uideli6iý 8, Appendix-5 describes the information to be included for
each well,'

' X new aftachimenthas been added with the well completion logsfor the permift area
rnonitoxing wells. Existing Aitac6hent D61-3 haý'beei'hrenumrberdd to D6-4 and Attachment

D6-3 now contains Well Completion Logs. Cross references have been added to Section
D6.2.2 of the text in Attachment D6-2a. Because of the size of the new Attachment (D6-3,
Well' ColfiPtefi'bn'Logs), -Vol-dine 31 of the dplication has-been divided into two binders;
Volumes 3a and 3b. The'f011owing comnefits have been generated from a review of the
well logs:.

a. Volume 3b of 5, which now contains the' well completion logs, needs to be
added to the Table of Contents for each volume.

b. Figure D6-9, Lost Creek Monitoring Wells, should include all monitoring
welllocations. There are 85 monitoring wells included in Attachment D6-3,
and listed on Table D6-5, Monitoring Well Data, yet Figure D6-9 only has 46
monitoring wells shown. All 85 monitoring wells should be shown. Figure
D6-9 should also be at a scale so that all well locations are clearly defined.
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c. Figure D6-9 includes 1982 monitoring wells with the designation M-25-92-18-
IS. These wells were abandoned by Tg in 1985, and should not be included
in a Figure titled 'Lost Creek Monitoring Wells'.

d. Well Completion Log HJMU-104 is incorrectly labeled as HMJU-104.
e. A number of wells indicate no well development efforts, yet there is water in

the hole. (e.g. LC29M, LC31M, LC21M, LC25M, LC27M...) Chapter 11,
Section 6(f) requires that the wells be developed and LQD Guideline 8,'
Appendix 5 discusses efficiency testing during well development.
Development of these wells should be documented and submitted as part of
the application.

f. If airlifting produced poor yields, were any additional efforts made to
develop these wells?

g. Wells MBO1, MB07 and MB10 all state there was no water, and the well was
not logged, yet the log indicates 67 ft, 17 ft, and 22 ft of water respectively,
and the wells were airlifted with poor yield. Please explain.

h. Wells MBO1, MB07, and MB10 have substitute well logs with the well
construction diagram superimposed on it. If these wells were logged for
stratigraphy, then it would be clearer to show the well construction with the
stratigraphy for that hole, as opposed to superimposing another hole. The
proximity of these superimposed drill holes is not noted.

i. There are many wells where there is additional footage between the base of
the well screen and the bottom of the hole, yet it is not indicated on the well
diagram (e.g. LC29M, MB01, MB07, MB10, HJMIO-105, HJMO-1'06,
HJMO-112, HJMO-113, MB-02, MB-05, MB-08, HJMP-101, HJMP-102,
HJMP-109, HJT-102, MB-06, MB-09, HJMU-105, HJMU-113, HJMU-114,
UKMP-102, UKMP-103, MB-04, UKMU-101, UKMU-103). Please indicate
on the schematic if the boring caved into this level, if there is a sump below
the screen, or if it is an open hole.

j. There are a number of holes where the bottom of the well screen (or under
reamed interval) is deeper than the total depth recorded for the drill hole.
(e.g. HJMP-105, UKMO-101,'UKMO-103,'HJMU-101, HJMU-104, HJMU-
107, UKIKMP-101). Please correct the well lgs accordingly.

k. When welliscreen was used, it Was placed below a K-packeri, and telescoped
from the SDR17 4.5 " ID to a 3"' Screen. This narfow a screen may preclude
the use of a pumpwit hin the screened interval for req.ujred ba ling. LQD
Non-Coal Chapter 11, Section 6(d) requires that the monitoring Well casing
be designed to allow for sampling.

15. Figure D6-1 0, Site Hydrostratigraphic Units. Please indicite the wellD for the
geophysical log presented. Also please indiclzte the type and scale of the log oni the figure.
Also, the actual geophysical logs for all monitoring wells should be included as part of the
permit application.

Figure D6-10 has been revised to include a more representatiVe log. See response to
Comment 14.
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16. Figure D6-2 7a, Piper Diagram I Average Water Quality at Individual Monitoring Wells.

The legend designates which well is repres'ented .4) which symbol, and the --wells are

grouped-by color, yei it does.not indicate which horizon the wells are monitoring. Please.
add the horizon noted y each color. (The colors are not consistent with which fornmation
they represent, i.e. other Figures, use green to indica'teithe DE ho rion wells, whereas the
Piper diagrams use red).

The figure has been revised to clearly indicate 'which horizon each well is monitoring.
There are 27 baseline monitoring wells, yet the two Piper Diagrams are only based on
data from 17 wells. Please add'the additional baseline information to the diagram, or
provide an explanation as to why certain wells were not included.

17. Figures D6-6 through D6-28b ('maps), Figures in Attachment D6-2a and D6-2b. Petrotek
maps. Please add a laver of topog.aphy to these niaps.

• Surface topography has been added to the figures as requested. This item is resolved.

18. Figures D6-Ila through D6-]]c. The potentionietric sujface maps are limited in scope and
only represent a small portion of the permit area. Th.e potentiometric suface maps should
be representathve of the entire peb'nit area. Also given the barrier nature of the fault, both
sides of the fault need to be adequately chaiacterized. Addiitifial baseline groundwater
nionitoring wells with adequate distribution aci7oss the permit area will need to be installed
for this purpose..

Ten additional baseline groun*d water monitoring wells were installed in the fall of 2008.
The new wells are identified by the prefix MB in the well name. The lo6ations of the new
wells are shown onrevised Figures D6-9 dindD6-24, and Table D6-5 has been revised to
include the.,new, well compleiln information. The water levels were measured in the new
wells in December 2008 and that information was used to generate p6tentiometric surface
maps of the DE, LFG, JG and UKM horizoýý, (Figures D6-1lle through D6-1lh). These
maps are-discussed in Section D6.5.2.2 of te text. The potenti~onetric maps for UKM,
HJ, LFG, andDE are based.on 'data from 6- 7 monitoring points. According to the
new monitoring well information, presented in Table D6-5, Monitoring Well Data, and
Attachment DO-3,Wel Completion Logs, the re is water level data available for 24
monitoring wells in the UKM aquifer, 29 monitoring wells in the HJ aquifer, 19
monitoring wells in the LFG aquifer (plus2' in the FG),"and 8 monitoring wells in the
DE aquifer. These additional data points should be used to provide a more detailed
map of the potentiometric surface for these aquifers.'

Sgh Nopotdntiometric surface map for theDE horizon has

been provided. All potentially affected aquifers are to be characterized, and the'-'
potentionietric surface for the aquifers should be presented for the entire permit area, both
north and south of the fault. Additional mohi.ito1'ng wells will be necessary to obtain this
information.
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Additional monitor wells were installed inf the DE horizon 'in' te'I fallof 2608'. Water levels
measured in December 2008 from those new wells and the 'pre-existing DE wells (LC29M,
LC30M,. and LC31 M) were used to generate a potentiometric surface map of the DE
horizon across the permit area. The potentiometric surface map for the DE'horizon is
included as Figure D6-1 le and is discussed in Section D6.5.2.2 of the text. See Comment
18:

20. Section D6.2.2.1, Hydrostratigraphic Units, HJHorizon. If the UKM sand ends up being
mined, it is stated that the LHJ sand will be the overlying aquifer. Yet for'the purposes of
protecting the overlying and underlying aquifers, if the UKM becomes a mineable unit, after
the HJ unit has been impacted, then the relative overlying aquifer to be protected would be
the LFG, and the underlying aquifer would be the MKM. .

Based on discussions among LC and LQD personnel during a meeting held'in Lander on
September 22, 2008, it was agreed that additional characterization of the MKM is not
required. This is because it is not proposed to be mined -at this time, nor is it an underlying
aquifer. LC understands the MKM horizon will need to be fully characterized in an
Amendment if mining of the UKM were to occur. This item is resolved.

21. Section D6.2.2.2, page D6-14, paragraph 2 references Figure D6-11d, as indicating the
differences in water levels across the fault based on 1982.and 2006 data. It goes on to state
that the data is insufficient. It is not clear what is gained by this figure since Figure D6-11a
clearly shows the difference in water level within the HJHorizon and across the fault zone.

Figure D6-1 d demonstrates that the water level difference wi ti . HJhas persisted for
over 25 years., The data indicate that ground water flqwacrosw Ihe fault within the HJ

horizon is, arid has been, negligible under normal static conditions,' otherwise the water
.levels on both sides of the fault would be at similar ele'vations. Alsb, the similarity in Water
levels from 1982 to 2006 between wells that are located on the same side of the fault shows
that there has been little change in the hydrogeologic system during that period, indicating
that it is unlikelythat there has beepn significant hydraulic communication or leakage
between horizons. These data suggest that historic boreholes in this area do' not appear to be
providing a significant pathway for groundwater to move between 1horizons, at-leastunder
static-, -non pumping conditions. Historic, drilling pre-dated the 1982 data. As one
example, the 775 drill holes revisited by. Tg in 1982-1984 dated back to 1976, So
.without pre-drill hole groundwater data, there is no way to know if the hist6ric drill
holes had any effect on the potentiometric surfaces. This item is resolved,'

22. Section D6. 2.2.2, ,Potentiometric Surface,. Groundwater Flow Direction and Hydraulic
Gradient, page D6-14.. Although hydraulic gradient is't"e chaige in.head.over distance
between two wells, for the sake of the permit application,'the hydraulic gradient across the
* potentiometric surface needs to be determined. As stated in comments 18 and 19, the
-potentiometric surface of each aquifer needs to be establish~d, on both sidesof thefault,
and then the hydraulic gradient of this surface calculated with a.minimum of three wells.
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The potentiomentrci surffqc.slhould be representatie of the permit area, and not just the area
in the. center of the pernui area, adjacen( to the fault zone. It seems possible that the
gradient may be more generally to the souih, ))et when the.fault zone isi encountered, it'
changes. to parallel thlis h)')drol6gic barrie.' Additional groundwater monito)ring Vý;ells will
need to be installed to obtain this inifornmatio•i .

The new monitoring wells installed in the fall of 2008 provide more complete coverage
across the pernmit area. Potentiometric surface maps were generated from water level data
obtained from the new wells and previously existing baseline wells. Hydraulic and vertical
hydraulic gradients have been calculated from the 1982 Conoco well data and the 2006-
2007 data and are included in revised Tables D6-7 and D6-8, which have been renumber as
Tables D6-7a and D6-7b. The additional well locations confirm that the predominant
ground water flow direction is to the southwest, generally parallel to the Lost Creek Fault
System. If the potentiometric surface .mapschange significantly, then the horizontal
gradient calculations (Table D6-7a, page 3 of 3) will need to be revised accordingly.

23. Section D6.2.2.3, Aquifer Properties, Page D6-16. The 1982 Pump tests were performed by
Hydro-Search, the 2006 Pump tests were performed by Hydro-Engineering. Please
reference who (Petrotek) conducted the 2007 Pump tests.
The first sentence of the 2007 puffip tet-discussion has been modified to indicate that

Petrotek conducted the tests. This item is "resolved.

24. There are 14 poitentially active groundwater wells within 0.5 niiles'of the permit area, and
many more historic groundwater wells within the permit boundary or7 0.5 mile perimeter
with abandoned'or¢ ca:cele'id pe)-m its. Wihat is the status of the abandoned and cancelled
wells? Is their pioper abandonment documented? If not, are there well completion logs for
these wells to indicateif they'have a specific screened interval?' Thediwri-ent status of these
wells needs tO be clea. bly defined to ensure that they are not a potentialpathway between
aquifers., t r, 2#,- ..

Response-s to Comments #1'3,#25'#30, and'#33 addctess• this comment: ,Refer to responses
for Comment 13, 15, and 30.................. ,

• .2'. J",:1.. . •". .. o.., : ;" •L-i:

25. Section D63, 'Table D6-12a'. Ther'e are nume, ous'Kennebdtt, Tg-and BL-M/Tg grb4ndwater
perimits withini boiadjacent :td the permit area',ý The status is listed as adjudicated,
abandoned, dio caicelled. Fudthtr dis~ussion regdrding the status ofthese permits needs to
be included in Sebtioim D6.3ia,id Table D6- 2a- WYiý-walls drilled under all of the permits
listed? Are there abandonment records for any of the wells? Has any effort been made to
locate these wellsiad aderifytheir status ? There needs" to be asurances that these wells will
not act as a pbte)tia l"co tdu ifor the hiovement of production fluids betiw)een aquifers.

Tables D6-12a an D6-12b have been rniJified (as ell as the associated Plates D6-1:a and
D6- b) for clarificat ion between a well anid a oint of use. Additionally, LC's responses to
Comments #13 and #30 address the concernis about efforts to locate drill holes and wells and
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the potential for wells outside the Permit Area to act as conduits for movement of
production fluid.

a. Plate D6-1a does not have a location for well ID 1.
b. Well ID 21 is shown on Plate D6-1a, but is not listed in Table D6-12a.
c. The addition of Well 6b to Table D6-12a, seems to have resulted in the

following errors:
* Plate D6-1a shows well ID 7 as a potentially 'active permit in T25N

R92W, Section 30, yet Table D6-12a lists it as an abandoned well in
Section 20.

* Well ID 20 is shown on Plate D6-1a in T25N R93W, Section 24, yet is
listed on Table D6-12a as being in T25N R93W, Section 13.

* Well ID 10 is shown on Plate D6-1a as being in T25N R92W, Section
20, yet on Table D6-12a the location is T25N R92W Section 19.

* Well ID 13 is shown on Plate D6-1a as being in T25N R92W, Section
19, yet on Table D6-12a the location is T25N R92W, Section 18.
Well ID 16 is shown on Plate D6-1a as being in T25N R92W, Section'
18, yet on Table D6-12a the location is T25N R92W, Section 17.
Well ID 19 is shown on Plate D6-1a as being in T25N R92W, Section
17 ;Vet 01" Tnhip 116-1 In tha 1rtlt , TC1%T -DOI'- - '%A

d. Wells shown at one location have overlapping symbols. They need to be
designated differently on Plate D6-1a and Plate D6-1b so that their status can
be ascertained.

26. Section D6.3, Page D6-21. Will the public and private wells.near the pe'rmit area be
impacted by mining operations? Will they be within the zone of influence of the pumping
operations? If they are within or near the zone of influence, and the completion details of
the well are unknown, these wells should be replaced by the operator, prior to mining.
Otherwise these -wells could become a conduit for the movement, ofproduction water
between aquifers.

Refer to response to Comment #30.

27. Table, D6414, Baseline Water Quality Mo.1nitoring.Parameters. ,Please i .ndicate on-t~he table
'vwhether the analysis is for Total or Dissolved. For Iron, both total.and dissolved analysis
=must be performed. . -*,. .

Iron was analyzed for both total and dissolved fractions. Table D6-14 has been modified to
indicate that the analyses for. trace constituents were analyzed ýfor dissolved concentrations,
with the exception of iron and manganese, which were analyzed.for total and dissolved
concentrations. Table D6-15 (which is now Table D6-15a, see response to Comment #37)I
has been updated to include both the-total and dissolved concentrations._This item is,
resolved.

.28., In addition. to Table D6-14, the permit application must provide the Groundwater
Monitoring Program for the site. It should.include a list of the monitoring wells, sampling
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firequency, samnpling pr•tocol, QA /QC1 p6rcedures etc. As'neiw nionitorin! wells are added
in the future, the permit will be revised by a Non-Significant revision to theermit to add or
drop monitoring wells. .

A copy of the Groundwater Monitoring Program is attached. Rather than incorporate it into
the baseline, portion of the permit application, LC will incorporate it into the Operations
Plan, which is currently being revisebd i n response to0LQD comments of January 2009.
LQD will review the Groundwater Monitoring Program with LC's forthcoming
responses to LQD's January 2009 technical comments.

29. Section D6.3 .'Groundwaater Use. 'Paragraph 4 references the East Eagle Nest Draw Well, it
should be made clear if this is the fourth BLM well. In addition,• although not officially
permiitted, the fourth BLM well and/or Eagle Nest Draw well should be documented in
Table D6-12a, and Plate D6-]a.

The fourth paragraph in Section D6.3 has been modified to indicate that the East Eagle Nest
Draw Well is the fourth BLM well. This item is resolved.

30. Section D6. 3, Page D6-21, last paidgraph states that throughout the phases of the project
the Ioperator will correspond with BtLM to ensure the Wells that provide stock water are not

adversely impacted. Since it is not clear where any of thesevwells are screened [Well 4 775
(at 280ft. depth), and 4777 (at 200ft. depth), 4451at 900ft. depth, and the Eagles Nest
Draw well (at 3 70ft. depth)], it may be necessary to replace these water supplies prior to
mining operati•ns, to ensure that they are clear.y isolated from anhy uining influence.

As a precaution the BLM wells will. be periodicall5 monitored to determine if mining from
the proposed ISR has i•pacted the wells. The technically sound and legally mandated
safeguards 'of installing'a m•nitor ring for-excursion detection and of:exci.Hsion control are
sufficient to ensure the wells noted by the reviewer are not impacted by mining lixivia~nt.
Pursuant to the discussion during the September 22, 2008 meeting with WDEQ LQD in
Lander, these wells will not need to be preemptively replaced. Monitoring of the BLM
wells must be included in the permit's Groundwater Monitoring Plan. In addition,
please add a statement to the last iparagraph of Section D6.3 that if the mining
operations adverselyimpact thesewells, that Lost Creek ISR, LLC,.will'work With the
BLM and replace the wells if required. LQD understands LC plans to submit the
Groundwater Monitoring Plan with the responses to LQD's January 2009 comments.

31. Tables D6-12a-and D6-12bY 'Grbundwatek"Pek'mits- These tables. list Map ID and therefore
need to cross reference IPatesD6"-i,&.andD6-lb and'vi•e-or versa.

Cross ref ernces•were- added to both: the Tables' and the Plates.' This item is resolved.

32. Section D6.3 and Table D6-12a. An explanation should be provided when there are two or
more line"iiems for the sam'e permit nuimbe'r". For'example there are two listing fbr the BLM
Battle 'Springs' Draw Well:No. 4451, yet the only: distinction is that one listing is indieated as
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a headgate outlet well, and one listing is 'Information not provided by, the WSEO
database." Figure'D6-19,appears t6 be a photd of ihe well, "Yet'ith table and Plate D6-Ja,
seem to indicate there are two wells. Plea'se'clarify how the Mells are designated onthe

table and map.

Please see response to Comment #25. This item is resolved.

33. Section D6. 4.2.1 Groimdwater Monitoring Network and Parameters. Paragraph one
references 12 wells within the permit area that were installed by Conoco prior to 1982.
This is the first mention of these wells. What is the status of these wells? Why are they not
included in Table D6-12a? Are there well completion logs available? If they were
abandoned, are there anyj abandonment records? Have these wells been locaied to
determine their status? Table D6-]2a should be a comprehensive source of informati6n of
any well that is known to once exis.t within or neair the permit area, regardless of whether
there is a SEO permit on file.

The 12 wells discussed in Section D6.4.2.1 and shown' in Figure D6-23 were installed as
part of a joint venture between Conoco and Texasgulf Inc. The wells are shown in Table
D6-12a as being drilledby Texasgulf Inc. Each of the 12 wells was abandoned as
documented in a September 16, 1987 letter from Tekasgulf Inc. to the State Engineer's
Office. According to the letter, each of the 12 wells was fiIled with concrete.' The letter,
which constitutes all of the historic knowledge pertaining to these wells, is' included in
Attachment D5-3 of the application for LQI) review. The'above information is also
summarized at the end'of the first paragraph in Section D6.4.2.11 1982 Era pump test and
hydraulic gradient information from these 'M-25' wells are included in Table D6-8
and Table D6-7a, but as noted in Commient`14c,ithese abandlned'wells need to-be
removed from the monitoring well map Figure D6-9': T~his item' is resolved.

34. Table D6-13 Lost Creek Project Groundwater Permits. In additiorn to this table, a separate
table should be presented Which is the comprehensive groundwater monito ring network
wells. If viable information is availablefrbm historic mbnit6ring wells (e.g. the Conoco
wells), i.e. the screened interval is known, then these wells can be presented as a subset of
the'.table' If the wate'rsupply wvells are' going to be:sampled'ihey` should'also be ihcihded.
Table D6-13, as originally submitted, inchlded all'of the LC wells' in the' comprehensiVe
ground water network; how'v'ever; the table has been re arrahged f•rcihrit. ll those
permits for which wells have been drilled, 1 cluding monitoriing and supply wells, are
included at the beginning of the table. Those permits for which wells have not yet been
drilled are included at the end of the table. Future informatidn about Wells will be included
in the mine unit applications. As noted in'the response to C6mment '#33, theinformation
about the Conoco wells is included in Table D6-12a. The information about the LC permit
(Table D6-13) was purposely separated from~the information about permits granted to other
entities because LC has control over the content and quality: of the i f6rnation and
construction related to its permits, but doesniot !ave similar-ý6&ntrol over informnation or

,construction related toother permits. The ''response states 'thatpermits that have yet to be
drilled are listed at the end of the Table. IThese wells appear to be on Page 8 of 8 under
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the subheading of "'Other Wells' and have 'Priority dateis' of 2008. Please add a
subheading for the wells that have permits but have not been installed. In addition,
pertinent well information for Mine Unit 1 is expected to be submitted prior to permit
approval.

35. Section D6.4.2 Site Groundwater Qualiy. The ,majdrity of the baseline groundwater
monitoring wells are located, within the footprint of the mineralized zone and the mine units.
Additional baseline groundwater monitoring wells need to be established outside the miine
unit, up gradient and downgradient of the mine units, and north and south f the./bult(s).

Additional baseline water quality wells' have been installed, as described in the responses to
Comnments #j.8, #19, and #22. The new wells will be sampled for the same constituents as
the previouIsly instialled baseline mnonitor wells. At least four'sampling events will be
conducted at each well. Results of the sampling events will be provided when available. As
suggested [by LQD] 10 additional regional monitor wells were installed to collect data
outside the mineralized zone; Wells MB-0l through MB- 10. The installation of these wells
brings the total number of regional wells to 27. The revised data included in this response
includes the hydrologic information gained from the additional wells. Pumps will be
installed this spring so baseline water quality may also be determined over the course of a
year. As discussed during the September 22, 2008 meeting with WDEQ-LQD and LC
personnel, the results of sampiling wil be. provided to LQD upon completion of the sampling
program. Table D6-15a will be updated'with the additional baseline well monitoring
data once it becomes available. This comment will remain until the Table is revised.

36. Section D6.4.2.2 Groundwater Ouality Sainpling Results. Payge D6-26, paragraph 3 states
that "there is no significant difference in major water chemistiy between the production

zone and overlyiiig dain-inderlying ajuifei)s "' The next paragraph expl5ains sdmnej
constituents that exceeded WQD Class I standards at individual wells. Please provide a
separate-secti.on.for each aquifer (similar to Section D6.2)2.1) which discusses their

individual water quality, bas'ed on the baseline ni'oritoring

,A separate section discussing the water quality of the production zone and 6verlying and
underlying aquifers has been prepared andi" included in Section D6.4.2.2. Once the
additifonaldata is obtained from the 2069.`sampling of the MB wells.; this' sectioni may
need to be revised to include the iformatin from the additional baselin dat•.

37. Table D6-15. Ana&tical Results ofBaselineMonitoring .: If an analyte has exceeded the
WQD Class I standardplease fag that value~withih theltable, noting the designation with a

footnote:. ,' .. .

Table D6-1 5 has beereplaced with Tables D6-15a and D6-15b. Table D6-15a inchudes the

analytical results, with the flags to indicate which concentrations exceeded WQD and/or
EPAocriteria, and Tdble D65b lists tb e WQD and EPA criteria. The'tefereDcbs in the text
to Table D6-15 have also:been updated to ifrlude' both Table D6-15a and D6-i15b.' When
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the 2009 analytical data for the MB wells becomes available, Table D6-15a will need to
be revised.

38. Section D6.5.2 Site Groundwater Conceptual Model. LQD Non-Coal Rules, Chapter ],
Section 3(xiv) regulations require that the following parameters be described fbr each
potentially affected aquifer: aquifer thickness, výlocity and direction of groundwater
movement, storage coefficients or specific yield, .transmissivity or hydraulic conductivity;
direction ofpreferred flow under hydraulic stress, extent of hydraulic connection between
the receiving strata and overlying and underlying aquifers, and hydraulic characteristics of
any influencing boundaries in or near the propose wellfield area. The attached table
indicates information that has been presented in the application, and'where there are gaps
in the aquifer characteristics required.

A table (D6-1 1) has been developed that incorpo1ates muich of the data required under LQD
Non-Coal Rules, Chapter 11 Section 3(xiv);' The table has been incorporated into fhie'permit
as Table D6- 11 - Summary of Aquifer Characteristics. It is referenced at the end of the next
to last paragraph in Section 6.2.2.3' This item is resolved.

39. Section D6.5.2.2 Potentiometric Surface and Hydraulic Gradients. Paragraph one provides
the hydraulic gradient for the.HJ Horizon. As.mentioned in previous comments, the
Division is requesting that both sides of the fault be characterized separately.

Horizontal and vertical hydraulic gradients have been calculated for both sides of the fault
and are included inhrevised Tables D6-7a andD6-8. The text in this section of the permit
application has also0b'ii re\iSed with the updated gradient inforindtioh.. Tables D6-7a and
D6-7b were previously numbered Tables D6-7 and D6-8,butwer6'renunibered to all w for
addition of Table D6-1without'renumbering ,atl the tables in th&es&cti6ný Tables D6-9, D6-
I0a, and D6-1Ob, and D6-1 Ia and D64 -lb were also renumbe•rd' to,66-8, D6-9a and D6-9b,
and D6-1Oa and D6-1Ob, respectively.

a. Table D6-9b and Table D6-10b are both titled '2007 LC16M LongTerm
Pump Test Monitor Wells'. The top and bottom of the underreamed zone in
the Table D6-9b version do not correspond-to the well.completion log:data,
though the'Table D6-10b version appears to be coirect. Please detefiiine
the correct version, and address the change in an Index Sheet.

b. Table D6-11b, 2007 LC16M.Long Term Pump Test Results (from the
original submittal) seems to have been inadvertently elimnaited with the
second version of LC16M Long Term Pump Test Monitoring Wells., Please
resubmit the LC16M Pump Test Results.

40. Section D.5.2.2 Potentiometric Surface and Hydraulic Gradiehts'. ¾Paragraph one states
that from the pump tests the communication between the HJ aquifer and the overlying and
underlying aquifers may be through historic 'boreholesth at w~eeimproperly abandonied,
leakage through' the confining shale units, 'or contact of sanldsJiUxtaposed across the fault. •
All work done to relocate and either verify proper abandonment or re-abandoh old drill
holes, should be included within the permit application. Any additional work completed to
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better define the cause fo. the communication must'be submitted as a' re-ision to thIe permit
document.

Table D5-2 was generated for inclusion into' he application in response to this comment as
well as Comment #13. The table smr.inarnzes the re-abandomnent work conducted by. LC of
historic holes. Additional pump tests will be performned'in the future to further characterize
ore zone confinement. Text has been added to Sectioqn D6.5.2.2 to provide a cross-reference
to the discussion in Section D5.2.4.1 about abandonment work. Mine Unit 1
characterization and demonstration of ore zone confinement is required prior to
approval of the application. Additionally,,Table D5-2 must include a column
indicating which Mine Unit (MU-1, MU-2...), if any, a given Abandoned Drill Hole is
located within. The addition of Table D5-1 and Attachment D5-3 are welcome
additions to the permit application, yet does not address the need to re-abandon
historic drill holes in order to obtain confinement of the production zone.

41. Section D6.5.2.3 Aquifer Properties.' The second paragraph states that additional long term
multi-well pump tests were to be perfoidmed in the fall of 2007. These tests wouldprovide
more data on overlying and underlying aquifer characteristics. If this information is now

available, it should be submitted foi: review as part of the permit application.

The pump test in question was used to further characterize the UKM aquifer and therefore,
pursuant to discussions at the September 22, 2008 meeting with WDEQ-LQD and LC
persomnel, is~not required foripermitting of the HJ aquifer. The Section referenced by
LQD (D6.5.2.3) was incorrect.on the first review and has been corrected. The last
sentence of the second paragraph states, "Long-term multi-well pump tests will be

-performed in the fall of 2007,to collect additional data regarding aquifer properties of
the overlying and underlying aquifers" This seems to be referring to. the Petrotek
pump tests of LC16 and LC19 and should therefore state that, and cross reference
Attachments D6-2a and D6-2b., -

42. Attachment D6-2a, Figures 6-2 6-6,, 6-8, and 6-10. .The y-axis t.te v are backwards, the

Pumping W.ql (P , elevation.should be, on ,r anded axis ease correct and
replace the Figures.. . . . ....

Figures 6-2, 6-6,6-8, and.6-i 0,in Aittachrh D6-2a have been changed as' re;ested. This

item is resolved-.. ., .

43. Attachment D6-2a, Figure 7-1 is the Theis cdrve f6'r theLC16M pumping well, yet this
attachment is the evaluation of the LCJ9Mpump test.

The figurewas intended- to be theTheis curve match for the respons9 of Well HJT-104
during..the LCI 9MNpump, test. .The correct figure is included in this submiittal. This item is
resolved.,. • . ..
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44: Attachment D622a,' Appendix A. As stated in Comment-14, pleasiep!rovide -well completion'
details, boring logs, and any geophysical logs for all monitoring wells., -If the information is
not inserted into Appendix A, its location should, be referenced. ,...,.

A cross reference to the new Attachment D6-3 (Well. Completion Forms) has. been added to
Page 6 of Attachment D6-2a. This item is resolved.

45. Section D.5.1 Structure. The neWly submitted north/south trending cross sections F-
F', G-G', and HIH' (Plates D5-le through D5-1g) indicate additional faults north and
south of the Lost Creek Fault. These faults need to be. discussed within this section of
the permit application. The extent of the faults, displacement, relative age, and any
potential groundwater communication across them should be presented.

46. Section D.5.2 Site Geology. The last sentence of the paragraph states that Attachment
D5-1 contains copies of typical geophysical logs from the permit area. Please also
reference Attachment D6-3 which contains the geophysical logs for all the monitoring
wells.

END OF MEMORANDUM


